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1. The theme itself/cal
the Fay in whi prob
tackled.'

-,1

'INTRODUCTION

4
s for ,an i

ems

al reflection, for' it is significant of
emigrant families have been viewed and

. 2. First, what do we mean by "th= position of the immigrant arkhis family at
the time of arrival"? Aie we treating the moment of arrival asia fact simultH'
aneously concerning the immigrant and his family ? Clearly this is a mis-
interpretation, since the families -.muckagainst their will, be it said-
do'not arrive actually with the,immigant, but only after a period of varying
length, during which the husband is separated from his wife and children.
Is it-really meaningful to speak, then, of the position on arrival as 4f this,
were a particular moment in time, singled dirt from its context? If it is true
that the moment is a difficult one, it is at best arbitrary, and certainly
theoretical, to try to improve it while removing it.from its total context.

3. Secondly, we must see how
approached and treated up
Is the centre of interest
That may well be doubted,
date.

the question of the migrant's
to now both by the e ation
really the family movi g from
considering the attic des and

family -has bpen

and the host countries.
on country to another?
measures adopted to

37.1 When speaking of 'the iramigranttWorker and his family' it is upon the
Worker that the accent is plated: the family is a consequence, an
appendage that must.be dealt with simply because it exists, even if-it
is at times anwembarrassment.

3.2 Though wok is doubtless the cause. that moves millions of met to leave
their country for another, if we want.to consider them, along with their
families, as human beings, it is Mt simply by reference to their work
that we can succebd in defining their situation as it really is - that
is: in human, social'and economic terms. However, up to now,,the family
has been Tresented in a very restricted perspective and efforts have
been made to keep the field-of.view as restricted as possible.

/

3.3 The worker must/separate from his family and remain separated for some
time the resulting situation is-not wholly. unwelcome to the two countries
interested by the labour aspect. For the ebigration country, the fact
that the worker sends his savings to his family is an asset to the balance
of,pay:en'ts. For the host country, a an on his Own who does.the
work'. purned by,othera represents less bother and fewer cOMplications
from all points of, view - housing, welfare; nisure'activities, not to
Mention education. Thus the problems,to be solved, may bear'nprelation
at all to,those experienced by migrants' faMilieS, save Perhaps for a
few aspects. The fact is that attention is given to the prOblems raised
by the migrants.families rather than worrying - or at any rate enquiring
- about ,the problems faced by the families themselves..

/,

4T
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3.4 If there is a desire to take an interest in the family, the-family must be

viewe for what it is: a group of people of differdht ages seeking'answers:

to th it needs by setting up anetwork of changing.relationships, both "

inside ,outside their own circle. The,move to another country is bound up

with the dynamics of family interactidn. The very fact of the movei with all

that it entails - the new contacts with men and things unknown - could be.an

educational opportunity in the bray:lest sense of the term.

1.5 If this approach is taken, education-xannot.be regarded as something..-.4geciaI

to which'heed must be-.paid at a particular moment"in time. Weare dealing"

with a prodfss_that develops parallel with emigration, and during the whole

of its course. Thus viewed, emigration could become a source of human and:

socidizenrichment for,the'Whole family, young and old.

4. It follows from this that the conditions of arrival cannot be improved.by

separating this moment from a process of which it-is but one of the stages,

preceded by a whole,series of experiences making up'the in.Vigtblebaggagebrought

along by the family. It is the existence of this 'baggage, such as it is, which

must be borne in mind- if migration to result in something of value for the

migrant's family.. The resu should be something rather different from declar -

ati ns of principle and of la ch create situations of non-dkdcrimination

t t are solely theoretical and in fact co-exist Lrith.reactions based on pre -

dices and stereotypes. V"
-°

5. Differences bet'een immigrants and natives exist since it is precisely because .,,

of these differences that-families leave their hails countries. Furthermore, it -1..-,.

----is.the families who are the first to become aware of them - and their reactions,

be tbey--positive or negative, should taken into consideration if we wish to

givag.s.them prac al help. It is only .b reference to the realities of emigration

as they are lived the families themselves in all their manifold aspects that

we shall arrive at "a common minimum of social treatment", at that European

"common law" advdcated b---Edgar.Faure.
-----..

.
.

, -----,

6. Finally, we must give some aim of measurethought the underlying S designed
--'--\.x,;'--tO-:,...iag

to improve, from the outset,-the lot-of ants'. families. Is that aim to-be

adaptation, integratian,,assimilationcor implantation? If the emphasis ieto

bekon respect for ttie'fami y5 frail,: the human, 'social and cultural point of

itview, then it is full -scal 'implantation that must besought. We-mupt take ..,--"

practical steps to ensure 'hat 'families are, implanted to the greatdht possiblrl7T

extent into the host community, and this calls for parallel action in twd : *.

directiahs.It is not ly'the newarrivals' who need informiridn-,--helvandl--
li

guida' towards becomi g part and parcel of the new enviro nt: a campaign

to o the local inh:bitants is'equally ieces zy. If liv ng together is

imuto b a
etstanding are

essential and the meeting.of different ,cultures- ould - d should - be a

chance of richment for immigrants and natives alike.

I
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1.

1 THE COUNTRY REPORTS

lb

8
1

. , 4..

7.:Of the 19 countries whic ,baye,sent in reports 11 Are imMigration.countries
\

-And 8 pro;Fide the emi nfs (4 Of the second category being somewhat special,
casts in that e ion is almost exclusively to a 40gle destination).

., :.
,

a'Almost:Ail the migrants come from Mediterranean countries, and even in host
countriedWherethere'are larger groups comi-4 from elsewhere there is-always

ft'om the Mediterranean area. , .

9,. The mlr
4740I41

h ;the sUb)3

,hildrenrb

t family is not dealt with as a separate topic Among' thequeations
the,guidelined for the drafting of the reports (1), and as a xesul

-?
t

.,

.

)
is treated indirectly and indeed bnly in connexion with the .

".
.\1:-.

schooling.

tio

1 M. WHAT' FAMILIES

i=r21:51:

..0

"10. Before tackling-the subject of the yant's family, it would be desirable,
to know who exactly are the immigrants *whose situation we wish to improve.
It would seem fairly obvious that the intention is to limit ourselves to
"families of migrant workers" (2) and that cla estine, seasonal and pseud
seasonal workers- are'to be left out of acc,imlf.10ineMay well ask whether
is due to the -fact that the situation of these latter families raises no
problem and hence needs no improvement. In that case, it would be entirely
logical to say, nothing about them. In reality, 'xactly the contrary is true.
The situation 'of these families is difficult, panful and t times, even
dramatic. On the other hand, their problems may be attribut d to a perfectly-
simple fact, namely that these families do.not exist.Cand stifle workers
are just "not seen", and seasonal workers find employment precisely because-
they agree to live apart'from their families.

.

,, -... .....,..

t 0

(1) See ApPendix'to document CME/12-1 (74) V, 'Country Repottd'

(2) '"Migrant worker" within the meaning of the revised preliminary draft of the
European convention on the legal status of migrant; workers, via. a national
of a contraCting party "whp., haaheen authorised by another contracting party ,.

, "to stay on its territory to-engagerin paid employMent there.--
\ ii

i
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ry1. THE SEPARATION OF FAMILIES
.

of

1
A.

.
11. Even though no statistics arOravailahle on this subject, it may be said. . .

.

hun1reds of thousanfts ofpeisons, all belonging to family- Kowa, are separated

becausethe 'breadwinner haa emigrated: ThelFf lies the problem: separation, which

directly and negatively affeCtstthe kamily4m its entirety and is deeply felt by

the whole group throughoa the:migration process.. Since arfiyal presupposes

departure, to improve the\s/tuatign On arrival, one should begin,bytaking an

interest in the situation 'on departure.'' m- 4

' ,,"

12. While the preparation. of migrants
`'to both the sending And the receivN
which are-capable at this stage of
by ensuring that the would-be migr
,information that will help to redu

in their future environment, and s
family, through instruction in th

. as fai as possible, witir the nati

s ,

13, ACtiontaken in plaigr-tionktruntr s seems to have met with a number eit,

ts single out` the following: the scattered

ations, lack of info4Ation on the countries
al information chaRneli, the variety of public

he lack - or insufficiency -r of liaison between

rior to depatture is manifestly of Interest

g countries, it is, the sending countries

laying a direct and active part: first,-
t and his familly receive in good time all
misunderstandings,and improve contacts

condIy, by enabling all membei:s of the
host' country's- language, to communicate,

s on arrival.

difficulties, among h4t114,Xep._

nature and remoteness kural
of destidation, mist st of offic

d private bodiesiiivolved, and
heir activit4igs.c

ecial efforts towards tie preparation of emigrants are made in IAland and'

F nland:
- .

,

n Ireland, since .1,9691'an,Advisdi<Y Committee has been in-charge.of services

emigrants Chotlithose who wish-to leave and thogi who wish to come back) ;

1.-Finlamil the main-attention Is focused on Finns de iring to emigrate to

Sweden, and they are given
0 sRecial information'on the school system.

I
,

/t should bg-ftdted that in these two co officialtriesofficial information is given -r--.-

alongside details of foreign countries concerned - on emplOiment opportunities'

'.: in the,sending country-itself:
...

f

,.

.
,

141;. In the host countries;.apart from the fairly widespread productiohiof rochures

in the immigrant'sclanguage, action is also ken on a bilateral bas's (es, for

'1,:ex mgle, the framework-agreement between Austria and Yugoslavia on pecialised

1 tr ining for,Yugoslav workers ,

ss

.1, ,414. J.,
1,4 4

ssi

.0 4s
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'15. With regard to thc. results, it is-interesting to qu the report presented
by Italy (1) to the Conference of European Mihisters of Labour which was held
in Rome in Noveiber 1972 :

"The most coMMOn sources c) information for workers looking for a job
abroad are still letters from expatriatelrelatives, friends and
acquaintances, who provide vague and sothet,imes istorted information,
an added complication being their.generaOnabi ity to express them-

__selves-clearly in.writing.

People complain that most emigration, notably that\to the Community
countries, by-passes official channels.This is obv ously imputable, .

particularly in Italy, to the traditional'astrust t : rds public
authorities, but there can be no doubt that the Main b anejies with
the authorities themselves, since they are unable to communidate_with ,

those concerned and gain their confidence by demonstrating that,they .

---' can provide flexible and effective help of the right kind. And sq
workers leave their-home,countries with little or'no knowledge of. the
availability and nature' df -jobs, wage levels and working conditions
inithe immigration country, not to mention itp social and cultural'

/
chaf4teristics and the language, laws, customs and traditions of the
people. among.whoml they will be living.". k

\ /

't
' ---

The results would thus appear somewhat discouraging. But would A not be
realistic' to take these considers ions, as a basis for finding,out what inform-
ation it would be useful - and in tructive - to give to future migrants, and
by What means?

.

.

.

`16. It ma be said that not enough thought has been given to ttie fact that the
_.

fund ental ambivalence of emigration begins even baOre'departurd.' On the one
hand (in the sending country), men need to earn or improve their living; on
the other (in the host country), there is a need for labour - especially for
the kiild of 'dirty work' that the locals no longer wish to do. It is by taking
this Point of view that we can understand why work is, and remains, the focal
point 61 information on the host count -es and even the.brimary motivation for.
teaching their languages. ..

.
\11 :

IT. SO far
,

as cbncerns the vast and involved context of which work is only a part,
no valid%solutiOns can yet be said to have been fOund. -'

-

./

.

(11-"Inforation supp ied by the Italian members of the Preparatory-Committee of

the Conferoocen, Cbuncil of Europe Secretariat document'CMT o2) 6,'Part_IIIt
page 2. See also Appendix A for the text (abridged) of the Resolution adopta
by the Conferenc concerning the situation of migrant workers and their families
in_Europe.

4i 40 .
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18. However, it is in this context thag seParv.io:) must. Le.seent the initial human
.

and social t paid by the family twl-kds eMigraclon. The tathr!..4: of the family,

the breadwinner; bviouslf i.nows that te must go off on hie. own. But' even if

+he bas accepted fact, it,rems 7.1)1:e the less an impoAtion and in an

event _it may, be oubted -.4L-ct:.er he ha- understotIC the conditions to be fu

filled before family;reun.f-un can .-ne d y',,.,:llte feasible. AN for his wif

it is highly unlikel)%that she willing y ugzees to bp.separated from

husband,Tbe forced separation risks t erefore bel.41,&Junter-prod

..terms of the preparation of OT,.- wifg a ,.iiildren fOrlieparture,

,4. will have the feeling that they are re ecte-I Icy the cemqtry'where

.-Tthey should have the sight to live. T__
/

'
----__

,

,
,_,,, ,

19. Preparation of the womenfolk, as I.-Wes-and mothers,, does not seem toinggrest--.

.

. the respohsible.bodies overmuch. BI.. t. they show more conCern in the cas 54

working women, On whosehkhalf actioo taken is the sameasrjor men.

i

V. THE REUNITING OF :7AM1LIES

o

,±?

20. After the head of family has' left, the diffic,itie., of reunion begin, housing,

\ tieing the stumbling- block.
.. -

i
21 The worker and his family should receive as much-Wformation and guidande co

this subject as possible. Depending upon the region' whence the majority'of

Q migrants come, they receive little or no information cvncernin c ntracts,-

leases, rents and auxiliary matters. The'first need, Shen, is o rovide that

information, to trahalate into understandable terms 1.11,.v :argon n forms to . ,

be filled in, to explain bureaucratic procedures to tis,t &A wart thPm against

speculators.

4'1%

22. In the host countries, social,service staff speaking'the izigrant's language,

should help him with these matters. This could result in etter preparation,

tq indirectly, of the wife 'and hence of the family, for arture; je--

immigrant would then be able to furnish, her with ,0 eful inform&tion..

Problems raised by seeking ,accomuodationy,vhose availability is iiprerequisite

for family reunion, .are too' well uiown-iceneed repetitionbere. Elen though

the law may grant equal treatmer }t. to all tenants, migrant workers cf'ten have., .

,greater difficulty than the,loCal population in finding houses. Opl?..ific

measures should be taken -bythe host, countries to make lOw-cost hods...ng

able to immigrant famifies: Here,We may quote what has been done in, cert.ainf

.901untries, most ,notably Ask,

<

001'
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n France, wnere,.the Fon e d'Acti. . Socialehis been entrusted with
eu littIng Afforts,al '. ady mlde on behalf of foreign familie\a'by

. 'tie (1Pr-cast housing)11 groupt and by other. public and privattl bodies ;

V .. .
.;.

).1,.*trmini, trld.:/ A Federal t.ct (1.1.711 which, by transfixring a portion/
of .- Natal` ,..?.1-..g.,-, to the State, guarantees the worker a housing allowarite
ZWOhoget4p littri,n3 with his wage, the rent asked, the composition of is
family 'tad t:;e1,upe of 410aing

; ,

. .
. . ,

.- ilrBel4imit, wilellv migrants have access to lbw-70 st housing =stile same
terms 3s Belgiat 1467;kers (an opportunity Of,' 41--c., it'appears,.they have
'made ampl?.-'-pse) ;'..

, - ,

- 1',. 1

in $4-4z4...eland, whre fdreAil workersetnjpy4 on Oeyame terms as the
%fist, aces to ;("4-cuGt accOmmdaXiOn, and tWiame tenant proiedtion ;

' , - ,. ,,,t- ,

,,

- in 1-1xembPurg where;vealt.gf.forts'haiiebeen made in,,cooperationwith,
2, ,

_ -
employers co Provi0 foreign 4orkers ;;Jlect deient and inexpensive housing.

i /

Despite all :these meaaures the, hods:
Its improvenic.it shpul. r.ontinae to' be

of host count..7.:es.

nation ofRigrantslemains critical.
riprity 'concern of the vvernmOtS ,

' ,,
1

' .

A'
,VT, tilt SCHOOL IN BELATION TC\THE FAfla4:.Y"

-

24. "As rule, migrant iorkers have cry i*tleknowledge Beig.4ch swhool

le: slation and retaln in Bellium:ratiqs,.:44iir have acquired in zheic Eutte
co tries of origin. Families frm I.Fallatzd villagei., whore no achooling
f cilities exist, are astonishIll to_ find thews fa0.ng legal pressure
t' send their children to schocl. Older girls,, particular, are kept,at
h me-to do the houieuoY and look aft40Ounger c. .7(en prthermore,
f all %di° wish to uory and earncfl liying, tl3e 14t

i
thday canttbt cock

,

soo enougp " (1) 1
.

T

'
(1) Cd9 try'report---TBelviom (CME/HP-M (73) 16,p. 12)

61g
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r
or -newly everything, is said here a

..
.

-- what parents wi school-age children do,ilot:know conch he_ school' \
.

system, whence t e lack of information on this Subject may be dedu-qed

, ", , ,
i ,

ttitUdesof Pare is towards measures they are not expecting';
I

i ',

e need fellt-by t e migrant's family. to earn'mOney as soon is pLssible.

-,:
Furple- e;-the remarks we have, just made 'point one again to Ehe ambivalent

relation i between iMMi. rants And the host country - a situation liable to ,

create \te Sions even where,. n Belgium, -notsb been made in,'

regara, toothe schodiin of migrants' children. ...

4 , I ,

,

, o 41-
, .

, A.f, ,

,.

Tpsitive relationship between school and child cannot e based on ' ressures' :
.

,hind. the child, whom 'Ipisssures' haves4cceeded intge ing to schoo , stande.,IK

the family;wiith its incomprehension of'the environmgfit of which the school is
,

n expressiogMisunderstanding and tension may arise, all because of an -'
,

,k_ii
,
iesqtution,t-uhe bchool, which:should not be insensitive to education problems

even 11-thi:education in question is other than that which results from the
.

,

strict application of.laws and curricula.
..-

. ,

, . .

.
(

,

,

-
-

__2.L-

Thechildren's school could and should,become an opportunity for the better ' -'

,

implanting"of the parents into the new environment. Its role in 'educating the( ,

young ould b e e itended, byirealistic:practical steps, to adults an4..indeed / -,--
.

to the litole of tke,tamlay,iCertain host countries have made praiseworth '.4
---..

,

eEfort in this direction - for example ; .

t e United Kingdom, where, .in addition to leaflets and ther information
.v

\
handa out to immigrants on arrival, the schoqls make use ofinterpreters -

t at enrolment times, and the local ,education authorities, to ensure ,

,,.:-

liaison beti4een:Schoo)i and home, employ social wo4ets speaking the

s\language '4

- Germa64--Where the,Kuleusministerkonferenz Ills recgmmencle -that foreign",--
,,,

_,

.

.parpnfs should take part in the work of paOnts' cciMmitt es ikthe-same 'c c

apaOty'isqlaironals. As fiom 1970, the ided-launched-tpTm4rk Inter-1

tidnal Education'Tear,,namely,that foreign children sho ld.be given

help iiith their homework, has been put into_practice usin young

vol steers recruited ,by the /school authorities in coopera ion with

I; Ste *lfare services -,' /7--

.
A

aditzeilandher achers a d the school authorities h o d parent '

etingsand evenn-\'--gather gs-for the benefit of-forei parents,

4... mo 'and/more u \ing t e language of the parents conce ed".

lona nformatibn cent es have been officially: advocate (and they

25.

a, 'read _exist itOerne
speaking psychologists
Education has xec ded

mgforeign ton eshoul
chi en-s school g ;

d Zurich, with the partiAipation qf

n the Canton of Zurich, the Diregtorate of

hat an advisory cdtmitiep-of parents of

.cooperaton matters affecting their,

A

t

O
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- Belgiuth, where migrane workersare'cont ed With a vitw to pl*.l.ng \''
their younrr4hildren in risery schoals. StAll in regard :to kinder7N
garten, theState Universi y of Mans ha's been carrying on for.the last

- 3 years a research anda.Ction programme designed.". to clarify and
4

4'' , cOunteract eeucationa0ifficulties created by the environment of,
Aocially depri ed/Children between the ages Of 3 'and 7, many'!of foreign
extractioe ; ---,..

---,,

\; .

France, whe there d been a temarkable re arch eifprt/in this field.
11,1.1972 t e Minist Education set up a Do entatfoo Centre for the, '`
Trainin of Fore e, s,whose terms of re ce wsre to collect the
extensive information\diailalile on thi ubject and to circulate. it

. 'angst LI the potent 14users,thus,,enablingiiraatitianers to draw on
the reservoir of experience gained". Further research concerns adul
-"... the Ministries of Education and Labour haVe look* at the activ -

undertaken at'regionalAevel which were clearly innovatory in
chamacte-and have tried to facilitate their further, development either

- z
'10 ..saggesting specific (in conjunction with tile teaching

\

1) tt. essign at the regional promoters) or-by means oC subsidies combinedlf/ . .
W th e support of some outside study organisation s cfi as CREDIF,
laRFED'fir the Association;du Centre Universitaire cooperation econamique

r
'4i
fZet satiale (ACUCES)".

.1,

. , VII. THE SCHOOL AS A, GULTUF AL FACTIA
ON `

4 \`

)

, ...-----'-26. Ap regards what the school 1210V dci tow tespectIni the\cultures:of migrants,-
: ,children, we'lealthat particular ja&rta e.attaches tathe_Arortuebr-

Mr: A.'Verdoodt entitled "Linguistic problieMs oradult migrants workers and
socio -linguistic problems of migrant work4s! children being-educated in the
host country"(.) Starting from the argumeis that inithe host ,countries ...

. !
.

.
_

- there are no primary or secondary schools where instruction 1.s mainly
in the' language of the country of origin texCept in Belklum, where there

' % are three Italian schoolsf two primary and one secondary, and two Spanish,
' 'one pritiary and one secondary) ; 2, .

._,

. ....,

-- there are no ministerial departments resppnsible for the linguistic status

7
of,migrant:workers dn4 their children,

.

1 '

(1) Council Urope docnient CCC/ESR-(73) 6.
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erdondtgo Otes'that Migrants have no linguistic rights' that are -actively

uraged; b0t. rigt.:thede chare assivel tolerated Cl.), for they are

. a minorke0enjoyingli le or no protection"; .
.

.

dpsired solutiop is one hic would allow of bilingualismraombined'with.
...,-

.

.,

.:
/ , "This can, be ac ieved if the,migrant--Oommunity manages to use

well, as obtain ready access to instruction 'in 0.1Anguages.
its bld.and new languageS for quite separate purriasel and Matters,

-ad,

1n-a communitipt this kind, children born abroad 'can begin to

learn-theIrpm604t tongue at Some and -at primary school, -,and they

can improve their proficiency id theitimother'tongue and acquire'

a proper-grouhdin" in the host country,,s language at secondary

schoo and in thei -contacts with autharities,Andthe world of

work.:The;prOblem hit=wouldearise shOuld they return to their-

''4bunpries of origi arltedused to ,a minimum."
., .

.

V.

27. The arguments adduced by Mr. Verd

are as follows : ti

4.

7 migrant workers, will

therefore,ibem

4

odt ovitehalf.of MigantS'1inguisqc rights

Jr

home in the ;host country and will

o go or return tit* ;

therewi i be, no' danger of migrant groups lesidg, along with their' 1anvage,

certain specific - qualities which were the reason for ,their being inAti4d:

to the' host, country, in the fIrdt place ;
4

- the presene:bf,people with different languages and traditions Will be

a source bi'Z'Oultutal enrichment for the host country 3-

- it is in a country's econbudc interests to keep a reservoir of 'bilingual

people to_form a. kind of bridge, bah now and in the future, between

,it and:the differenemigiaioni.coUntries.

(1)-Actively encouraged
linguistic rights, in,all cases, presuppose that the host ,

country's authorities at national, provincial or municipal level give official

recognition to the migrants' language in.some prdctical wy,'such as by publish-

ing noticed in `the language,- haVing it taught in State or State-subsidised

,:schools or purchasing books inthellaqgUage for,public libraries. Passively

tolerated, linguistic-rig , on-the other hand, terely.pertit'the migrants'-

language to.be used-in-fiel s where the host countrY'sgovernmenCis-not

primarily responsible the pub ication of newspapers, or-the running f

TrivateseVening=biasSes, schbol and lihraries '(oP.cit, pp. 5-6)t

() -Bilingualism is essentially a feature of individual's_behaviopr; digloss4.4

denotes the use of two'languages by a whole community accordingtb-a,set pattern

(op.cit, p. 10).
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Is it, Utopian' to imsgine,4hata. linguistic policy in this Sense may e
dOpted? Probably so, if the phsOt state of 'affairs in the, teaching of
languages is any guide. Haiiver, ELT we look the facts the\face, we may
note .that 1;

,
. 71 1. _ -

!
-... results,obtained to dattAre iar from.convincing: at

\

',est fitey
are fr gmentary and d4ff. cult to transpose from a givql\sitUation
to ano her ;

.
I \ + i 4

.k )ti (
w

.
r even he best action in t s field is taken with an eye ti, ollrect-,

Ives that are primarily immediate And utilitarian, --with theitsult
that the wigrants, adults and children. alike, are torn betweti
two laniguagesr(and two cultuies) without being thoroughly fersed
in either and,- moreover, with!no.realpossibility'of makini,a
choice.,

Fr.

r I

00d5

I

t

4 4,

+
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. ,REC4NENDATIONS

,
1.b4 , ,i

. 4- - - i

ekkLaction on behalf. of migiant"*OTkeral families 3l "possible unlees'emigracion

and host countries are politidellY resolved to i'iltiA.t. Any action must t-strive

to achieve their 'complete IMPlantation in the hint environment. If preparation

and guidance, indeed anythinkdoneitO help nigragtJanilies,,cen be planned and

executed in an educationaiMarit'in the broadest sense of the term, such

families should one day ii:L'able,-io'select the o tions best suited _:to them,

responsibly and in 'full- knOWledieof the facts, ,rid to decide for themselves

:whether they wish to settle'jl',A

in3ii.ehost cOuntryiirto return home.
.,_ , ,.. t 4 (,

r

. . t .

c' . . ). .1.. . ,-
)

A. Action by Government,`'

(1.)
GOVernMi..ntalract owehciu4d be preceded inquiries aimed at procuring

precise sta4stica-:,V1z.1

- number offamiiiee- already installed in the host country,;

I

number ofae;araeed families plan ng to enigiate

thelr.deatinationa (1.)

On the basis of 's114. ,steps to t

to the,Governm s concerned should take pract

- reduce the period of separation a ,nuch as possible ;

- ensure ilia:t4immigrant familieCe or the same social protection

Aewthe f'Aii4e8 of indigenous wv.;'i ra ;

make-certain'thatthe readwinnerlfulfils h s maintenance

obligations towards m ers of h.fa family eftiliehind in his home

country,,,aUd safegua rd their .rig`F t to soc al security and family

allowances

sponsor Accead by igrant families to- -cost housing.

\

(1) See.ApPendi* B r the t,xt of the
'Ministers of t e Council of Europe

stet on .the interitional m

\

s lution adopted by the Committee of

n,,,311ay 1972 on methods of compiling

rat On of.4nrkers.

O
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B.lesearch

it

(i) ,Systematic _research into t)ip situatiOnofmirants's families should be
encouraged and suppbrted by the_countriet con erred (emigration and
host countries) and by international organi tions/,--- --/.,

, A , i
4..

r N. *
I

..,-.(ii) Case Would be especially valuable they should relate both.to
families having already emigrated and to those planning to move. They..

Ishould lead to a better understanding the human,,social,, cultural:
and onomic problems' involved, as we i as to indications a d suggestions

o the most-productive formsof action.

(iii) In the field of language-teaching for adults and children search combined
withananalysisandassessmentoffactionalreadyunderwa should lead

?,the%choice, promotion and' diffusion of most suitabl instructional'lmehodS4
;...

C. Information

(.i) The main effort on behalf of migrants should be tO' seek th proper
channels for distribUting all useful informationrboth. prio to,,
departure and on arrival. Solution must be found at local level.
Private initiatikre, untary associations and groups of volunteers
could all be used,(as fo example, in the Netherlands). ",^

. ,

5)./
.

,

.
,

.

,,.
.

.(ii) At local level; for the populat of the host' country, various types
ofImeeting should be arranged '(info ti t and discUssion groups, drama ---
evenints_ etc.). Multilateral cooperatio 'between immigration and)

oemkgration countries Would be helpful in Oomoting exchanges. Ofpetions
(teachers, social workers, volunteei groups), who, in the varioud-

. countries,dhouWiake local action. Knowledge and comparison ofthe
.,i4problems and'ideas.of both sides should renable',the initiatives taken

to be appreciated'at their true worth. If'all concerned received bettgx,
briefing the result should,,. in the final',analysis, be/a more useful
type-of information, more easily understdod,by the migrants.

.,

/s.

..

D. education

-;: ---- )

qil Special attention must be given to school rvices for child en and to-
the promotion of all forMs of educational A tivities for'adu ts. The .

moat varied kinds of action may be envisage their content -nd,
organisation being necessar ly adapted to di ferent groups a d en iron
ments..

.

.1
,

t
i

(ii) Action taken should be des gned, so far as .po site, not only to avoid..
tension but also to encourage exchange's betke n different culs to
the ultimate enrichment of immigrants nncfnat ves alike.

(.
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APPEND-IXA

C

CONFERENCE EUROPEAN, MINISTERS OF LABOUR

Rome, 23
z

tisA -RESOLUTION
CONCERNING THE

SITUATION OF MIGRANT WORRIERS

'AND THEIR FAMILIES IN EUROPE

The Ministers taki art in the Conference of European Ministers of Labour,

meeting in Rome on 23 :.- 25 vember'1972....

* I

.,

Noting the efforts deployed in the matter)of migr tion by the intergovrR:

:mental organisations,
especially by the Council o EurJpe, and in particular the-----

impetus given by the Special Representative-of th Council of Europe for, National

',/,Refugees and r-Population, .,

z."7.,..;. \ ',
.

., .. _ -

1
considering neiterthe ss that it is necessnfro sive constant at -ration

-. to the situatioti of mi apt workers and their fAniries, while taking account of

what is done in 'international bodies other than_ the CounCilOf Europe, ,a

1 -1
\

..
r

/ , :

(Considering that the Integration, of migrant workers and-theirl
i4

amilies intp ,--
. '

the society of thellost-countries'needs to bd facilitated..

Believing
N

.

that, in the field of the protection of migrant workers anA iroi',

families still greater progress could be made both in emigration and impigr tion
(----

countries 1,

it: .
.

,

tECOMMEND the Committee of Ministers' of the CoUncil of Europe :

(1) (1 to invite the Governments
of member States of the Council of 'Eur4pe

I

(a) to give their full'dupport to,the Council of Euro-3' action in d ence

,of fundamental human rights,, especially those of the worker inc ing

]the migrant worker,

(b) to-enArqw.that migrant workers
lawfuily employed are placed on an equal

footing with, national workers where working, and living conditions are

concerned,-?

(c)'!.' to encou

sof ac do

2 workers

age at Europdin level international cooperation-and coordination

in order.. to achieve the most effective protection of migrant-

d their families, F
/

0 0 1$
4
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(e)-tg promote Ttartipipationof migrant workers
11
and their families in, the

Ippatiscommunity life of immigration countries, and, in particular,-
toratte all the necessary se eps tPprovide the most satisfactory
sdkooling for the children f migrant workers in the host countries,.

expedite a solution o the probl*of hbusing (Om which family
veri largely depend ) by implementing, inter alia, a programMPo tternatibnal cooperation4zhich,a1s6 takes account of. the possibil4ty

.---:m4k.ing Older use of theTouncil of EurOpe ResettleMent Fund,. \
74

-

(f)

1,(g) to, ;provide facilitiei, as necessary, for vocational nd linguistic
eipsration:for\miirant workers before their departu e from their

41(hunal.04.; ' - ,,ra,,,,,,:,fi.

\i
r. ,t

":"s

/ ..,.. r,.(2) to co der the following action :

-1E.
...

,

,...,..: %-,..

Cal 'is dertarsa a study in depth of the Iso'ci- 'sand economic repercussions
ot,conomic.recessions with a view-told as far as poosible,,wo.t.--

1,5aptical solutions-forthe 'protection of ml ant workers and their
.JAktlies, c. .2. ,..--

,

-,1

(ti

4
.:. -,,-,_

s(d) develop the a6tion'aIready undertaken bCthe Council aPEurope in
*k-fields a4 reception, language teaching, vocational tra
,teCogniition of professional qualificationsi7and diplomas, as I,as.

eir Standardisation and, equivalence education of children using
ndlamily reunion, as well as safety at work for migrant wd s,,

:glad, to take all appropriate supplementary action 'for _-the pro ction
migrant workers and, their families, in particular by drafting a
opean ihstrument to repress the undesirable practices of -which\
eigi,,workei's may fall victim, ,-..,

.
..t.----..,

,

. A-
.

.

(04) centralise and distribute all informatjonJ.ikely to help regularise
gratdry movements between,luropean cglintrike,.and to suggest .to

""`embermber States ways in which the returnIf Mi ants to their countries
originrigin might be facilitated.

.-
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE'

RESOLUTION (72) 18

.

METHODS OF COMPILI STAT1Str
) ON INTERNATIONAL MIGRA1ON OF W RS

(Adontedby the Cominittee..af_MkiisLers on 30, May 1972

at the 211th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies)
. , .

The Committee of Ministers,

ansidering that the statistical data of the majOrikty-A-the_rnember States of

the Council of Europe do not provide complete and comiaratle information either

from the quantitative or from the qualitative point of view in'th,e field of internal
0-

European migrations; ,

Noting thaf'-'t1 extent of migrations in Euroliel,Ahei7:ecetevolution and

. 7 e 16 ,
1

e

-,

their supposed future evolution as well.' as thV;c65israntly increasing mobility of

.. e.-,r __kmigrants, particularly between immigratiOn cOlintr renders the complin of statis-
etics more' and more complex ;

.

o
. 0

Emphasising the importances of a knowledge of internationalimigra

,the fundamental characteristic's of the entire foreign population in eaChm

considered as an eleitent of c,social and demographic policy;

oils and o -

mber State,

Commending tube efforts ma byxtlifferent States in order to arrive at a better

knowledge of the situation and movements of the alien population;

\\T"
COnsideting that co-operation in this sphere between the appropriate .autho-

rides of member States in. the pursuit of gr ter unity between them' conforms to the

aiin of the Council of Europe, as defined in r 'cle 1 of its Statute;./

4 i ,v4
Decid6s-

to rattegRinend to the govemni'ents ohne 'ber States :
4

a.

A. that a fort be,made gather the
ments and situation o letr p6Pulation,

- nationality,
- present and.previo s residence,

famiri situation luding if possiblemembei4 of the immediate family who

have remained in their hom country),

.
aximtun.). amount of data on the move-

s :.
regards

---- -4-

0020
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\
1 \ . 1

- ,vocational situation (e.` as regards work, employer and piked' of`w::rk' lad
the vocational qualif cation of the\worker); " r, - literacy and knowledge of'qie language"of the adopted country
a all-aliens within t e territories of' the member States, by means of.:\

..,,,
1. improvements n the efficiency''bf the statistical approach in the frame- .
work Of : , ,

1
,

, ---------,.. "
/ \ /

,(a) the censtisti questionnaires to drawn for a general' populatio censu
should reveal as many'as possible-of' the details re sed to above; ', . .,

,i---- 4,- --__. . .(6) population records which are.paracularly essential. This woa d involve
making an effort to discover the incidence of departures for foreign countries, using 4, ,---

--<. 7;',;--1'7----.7'-T(c) the records of social security bodies; ---,Z.-7 ..
.#,,

(d) other sources of statistics which may have a useful complementary functical7---,-,---
1 , ,

e-e

b
;

the system bf the permartentinventorv;

such as enquiries and special.censuses etc.;

)2. increased co- ordination between the selected sources of statiptics,-in partic-ular between :

(a)-tliose deriving ,from social security bodies and from employers;

(6) population. registers and all other registers; - k.

(e) State population statisti'cs obtained by the geneial population census and
population registers;

4-
(d) svoik permit records antletfioseoLsocial security bodies;

'\ . .4. -

(e) all. other sources and those mentioned above; ,
i ..

B. to Make the most of the entire process of compiling statistics by :
,

1. centralising information at_national level, pielerably by automatic classifica-
tion through electronic media and possibly by informing a central office for,stalistiCs
in each country;

2. an efficient use of data which may be obtained by such means as
A

(a) electronic Processing of information reeeived and by comparing katistics
relative to the situation and movement ofmigrants in order to establish a rational
classification of alienlpopulation;

0 1
(6) an improved presentation of results by thepublishing of tables at closeintervals if possible;

i
', .

3. international collaboration between the statistical services of the European
countri es,'-lin order to : ° -.?' ;,

. " .

(4) study the problks arising out
.

of the harmonisation (for purely statisticalreasons) of certain concept= such as population, the registration period; usual resi-
dence, minimum age of alien0) be classified as indiliduals for-statistical purposes,
family records; 1 1 - . .

(6) study the harmonisation of regulations on the registration and notice c4
departure of migrants; - ;

'' t.
4,-. ,x

--- ., ', 1
°

MI 2 1
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o .1.

.,0 0
,

,.
.. .

.,,
I 4,, ' .- , , ,,,,. / .,., . ...

, . 'Ic)..erigsae in exchanges of views before the iniroductici'n of anyriOw theastire ,,/,

into the national statistical systems such as the national reference number and the"
adoptiOn of an int'eitiytiOnal social security card; ,

07.,:f .; t , ,-_ ', -, -

(d) synchronise the dates pn which overall a*Sessrnents sho-uld be prodticed
by the Central Statistical OffiCes; ,°

. . .

(e) attempt to tandardise the presen ation ofa minimum number of statistical 4.0

tables; ,
0

(f) carry outa periodical comparison of .recapitulatory results and study ..o.
any differences in them; . . I v

0
. %

a

I
If. to invite the governments of member States to report every four years- the 4 .

,/Secretary Generat,of the Council of Europe on the action they, have taken', n this 0 ----,---- /. 0
.10

resolution. , ' , , o f

s , ...- ...-/ ^ 4 d
f;

". . 4
0

.)

N.
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EXPLANATORY MEMOR
RESOLUTION (7

t
M

ON METHOD OF COMPILINikOWTISTICS ON
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION R;FVfORKERS ,

.

n understanding of the problems involved in aompiling migration statistics, it is
ary to outline brieflIa the r)pst striking features!`of the migration phtmenon in

urope.
- 7ber of migrants has now reached an unprecedented level, partly

the industrialised tountrteS' labour requirements and partly, because of pockets of
and structural ender-development elsewfiere in Europe.

. . .
It is now re - ckon >ed - though there is no way of checking the accuracy of then figures-

.

that ,there are about six million foreigners in the Council of Europe member State 4, and the
experts forecait that this figure will soon be sharply exceeded. The 2nd European Population
Conference ,pointed to a figure of about ten million by the end of the 1970s.. N 4

use of
nomic

t3. - Quite apart Rom the size of these figures, however, there is 'another aspect worth
mentioning: the extreme mobility of migrant workers in present-da34'conditions, owing to
ease of communications and to the policies pursued by the immigration countri s, which alsoaffect the rapidity of such movements - for instance where,,,they involve .perio rotation offoreign labour.

4. There are also other factors which haVe
'variety of nationalities among migrant workers, a
,sources of manpowEr dry up. 'Migrant workers come' f
more and more. countries. Furthermore, the young ones mo
counti, often giving migration between European countries

be taken into accoun such as the wide
aiiety, which in: eases as traditional

further and further afield and-from
about,a greadeal from country to

schal'acter,of inttrnal migration.

./
5. There can be no doubting, the importance of statistics_in pr vt-day society. Govern-
ment action presupposes the fullest and mostaccurate, pos-sible 6oledge of social pheno-mena,. which can only be satisfactorily acquired bycmeans of an efficient -system of datacollection and processing. -

4,40
6: - Migration statistics are especially.4impottant, as it is difficult to keep track of some-thing so shifting and changing as people's movements from 'one country to another.

7. At present the main defects in the various,national systems for compiling statisticsof international migration are as follows : '
\

(a) irrformation is inadequate, both quantitatively and qualitatively;
(b) statistics are,not comparable. To give a simple example, using certain statistics;

thesame individual can be counted among the residedt population of two or more countries atthe same titre.
--x ,

.. ,However, data concerning migrant' workers and their familiei are needed more thanever, today, now that efforts are being made to get revonsible migration policies under way.These data form the basis for sound economic, social and population policy. This applies to :both the immigration and the emigration countries.
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a 8. Consequently, there now arises the probleM of international collaboration, which jnust

not be confined to the introdection of a -few improv,ements or a few similar criteria into the

various. countries' statistical systems. Alongside progress in the organisation cif statistics,
there must be constant exchange of experiences and new ideas with the 'aim of compiling data

which are not only rich in content but also comparable a cl,tAefefore useful to alt concerned.,
*, ' , at ,

.,
t, 4,

r ,

9. Nor has the Consultative Assembly of the Council 4,Europeheen blind to the -funda
mental importance of, migration,itatistics (see Recommendatibp '533 (1968) on synchronisi.g
and harmonising population censuses). 'Furthermore; 2nd European Population Conference
recommended the Commit e of Ministers (Recomme' nations 6 and 11) to standardise migration.

counts, at least with read to certain method f cillecting data, to apply common standards
and to engage in a tho oughgoing exchang of nform' ation on the' occupitional and socio4
economic features of migration movements. .

, , ..

10. The ideas underlying the recommendations embodied in the r
marised as follows :

(a) Int9rnational. harmonisation of methods of assembling a 4 present data relating

to the alien population.
. . t ,. t ;

... - Ook

This if the information recorded is of the saihe type i
of Europe member States. -

Lion may be sum-

C.

. (10 Use 4f national statistics systems, which must be improved so as
recording alien popUlation data.

(c) Increase

all Council
. ,

to allow for

statistics.in. the effici:ency of the most representative sources of
s .

As pith 'source has a' clearly defined administrative
diverted from that ,purpose, but specific function in.celation

hould be accentuated:

purpose, it shOuld noteb
to migration requiremcntst,

(d) Co-ordination between Ole various statistical sources.

As son* sources' steply,only incomplete inromation, they should be combined
wit other sources, with the aim of producingyrintegrated, co-ordinated system designed to
impr veknowl edge of migration.

Lk

4.41
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ABSTRACT
T eme I of the Ad Hoc Conferen the Education of

Migrants was "Mep4ures to improve the position of the immigrant and
his family at thetime of arrival in the host country (including
measures taken in the sending country on behalf of those intending to
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,I. INTRODUCTION

1. The theme itself/ cal s for an initial reflection, for it is significant of
the way in which prob ems affecting emigrant familie's have been viewed and
tackled.

, /
2. First, what do we mean by "the position of the immigrant ankhis family at

the time of arrival"? 14e we treating the moment of arrival as a fact simult-'
aneously concerning the immigrant and his family? Clearly this is a mis-
interpretation, since the families - much against their will, be it said -
do not arrive actually with the immigrant, but only after a period of varying

.4-24 length, during which the husband is separated from his wife and children.
Is it really meaningful to speak, then, of the position on arrival as if this
were a particular moment in time, singled out from its context? If it is true
that the moment is a difficult one, it is at best arbitrary and certainly
theoretical, to try to improve it while removing it from its total context.

3. Secondly, we must see how the question of the migrant's family has been
approached and treated up to now both by the emigration and the host countries.
Is the centre of interest really the family moving frdm one country to another?
That may well be doubted, considering the attitudes and measures adopted to
date.

341 When speaking of 'the immigrant 'Worker and his family' it is upon the
worker that the accent is placed: the family is a consequence, an
appendage that must,be dealt with simply because it exists, even if it
is at times an embarrassment.

3.2 Though work is doubtless the cause that moves millions of men to leave
their country for another, if we want to consider them, along with their
families; as human beings, it is 49t simply by reference to their work'
that we can succeed in defining their situation as it really is - that
is: in human, social and economic terms. However, up to now, the family
has been presented in a very restricted perspective and efforts have
been made to keep the field-of view as restricted as possible.

3.3 The worker must separate from his family and remain separated for some
time: the resulting situation is not wholly unwelcome to the two countries
interested by the labour aspect. For the emigration country, the fact
that the worker sends his savings to his family is an asset to the balance
of payments. For the host country, a man on his own who'does the 'dirty
work' spurned by others,represents less bother and fewer complications
from all points of view -.housing, welfare, Izisure'activities, not to
mention education. Thus the problems to be sole may bear np relation
at all to those experienced by migrants' families, save perhaps for a
few aspects. The fact is that attention is given to the prOblems raised
by the migrants's families rather,than worrying - or at any rate enquiring

about the problems faced by the families themselves. -

/
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3.4 If there is a desire to take an interest in the family, the family must be

viewed for what it is: a group of people of diffeent ages seeking' answers

to their needs by setting up a network of changing relationships, both

inside and outside their own circle. The move to another country is bound up

with the dynamics of family interaction. The very fact of the move, with all

that it entails - the new contacts with men and things unknown - could be an

educational opportunity in the broadest sense of the term.

3.5 If this approach is taken, education cannot be regarded as something..Aucial

to which'heed must be paid at a particular moment in time. We are dealing'

with a process that develops parallel with emigration and during the whole

of its course. Thus viewed, emigration could become a source of human and

social'enrichment for,the whole family, young and old.

4. It follows from this-chat the conditions of arrival cannot be improved, by

separating this moment from a process of which it is but one of the stages,

preceded by a whole,serfes of experiences making up the invigblebaggagebrought

along by the family. It is the existence of this tbaggige;such as it is, which

must be borne in mind if migration is to result in something of value for the

migrant's family.,The result should be something rather different from declar-

ations of principle and of law which create situations of non - discrimination

that are solely theoretical and in fact co-exist with reactions based on pre-

judices and stereotypes.

5. Differences between immigrants and natives exist since it is precisely because

of these differences that families leave their home countries. :Furthermore, it

-is the families,who are the first to become aware of them - and their reactions,

be they positive or negative, should be taken into consideration if we wish to

girethem practical help. It is only by reference to the realities of emigration

as they are lived'bythe families themselves in all their manifold aspects that

we shall arrive at 'a common minimum of social treatment", at that European \

"common law" advocated by -Edgar Faure.

6. Finally, we must give some thought to the underlying aim of measures designed

to improve, from the outset, the lot of migrants' families.'Is that aim to-be

adaptation, integration, assimilation. or implantation? If the emphasis is'to

be ,on respect for the family, from the human, social and cultural point of

view,,then it is full-scale implantation,that must be sought. We must take

practical steps to ensure that families are implanted to the greatest possible g'

extent into the host community, and thid calls for parallel action in twd

directions. rt,is not only the new arrivals who need informiliW help and

guidance towards becoming part and parcel of the new environment: a campaign

to inform the local inhabitants is'equally necessary., If living together is

to be a practical proposition, effortS to achieve mutual understanding are

essential, and the meeting of different cultures could - and should - be a

chance of enrichment for immigrants and natives alike.

0 C
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fr'.."'THE COUNTRY REPORTS

-/7. Of the 19 countries which have sent in reports, 11 are immigration countries
-and 8 provide the emigrant (4 of the second category being somewhat special
cases in that emigration is almost exclusively to a single destination).

8. Almost all the migrants come from Mediterranean countries, and even in host
countries where there are larger groups coming from elsewhere there is always

-.01=a-sontiTiOnt from the Mediterranean area,

9. The migrOt family is not dealt with as a separate topic among the questions
raise1i4kfhe guidelines for the drafting of the reports (1), and as a result
the sub.jtOt is treated indirectly and indeed only in connexion with the
children's schooling.

Fy

III. WHAT FAMILIES ?

plO. Before tackling the subject of the mi Fant's family, it would be desirSble,,
to know who exactly are the immigrants 'whose situation we wish to improve.°
It would seem fairly obvious that the intention is to limit ourselves to
"families of migrant workers" (2) and that clandestine, seasonal and pseudo-
seasonal workers are to be left out of account. One may well ask whether this
is due to the fct that the situation of these latter families raises no
problems and hence needs no improvement. In that case, it would be entirely
logical to say nothing about them. In reality, Txactly the contrary is true.
The situation of these families is difficult, painful and at times even
dramatic. On the other hand, their problems may be attributed to a.perfectly
simple fact, namely that these families do not exist. Clandestine workers
are just "not seen", and seasonal workers find employment precisely because
they agree to live apart from-their families.

(1) See Appendix to document GME/HF-4(74) V, 'Country Reports'

(2) "Migrant worker" within the meaning of the revised preliminary draft of the
European convention on the legal status of migrant workers, viz. a national
of a contracting party who has been authorised by another contracting party
to stay on its territory toTengage in paid employment there.
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IV. THE SEPARATION OF FAMILIES

4
11. Even though no sta tistics arOravailable on this subject, it may be said that

hundreds of thousands of per'sons, all belonging to family groups,' are separated

because the breadwinner has emigrated. Melte lies the problem: separation, which

directly and negatively affects the family 'in its entirety and is deeply felt by

the whole group' throughout the migration process. Since arrival pres.upposes

departure, to improve the situation on arrival one should begin by taking an

interest in the situation on departure.

12. While the preparation of migrants prior to departure is manifestly of interest

to both the sending and the receiving countries, it is the sending countries

.
which are capable at this stage offplaying a direct and active part: first,

by ensuring that the would-be migrant and his fily receive in good time all

information that will help to redu misunderstandings and improve contacts

in their future environment, and condly,,by enabling all membert of the

family, through instruction in the hoSt country's language, to communicate,

as far as possible, with the natid s on arrival.

13. Action taken in emigr tionCiuntries seems to have met with a number of

difficulties, among w84 h: repts single out the following: :the scattered

nature and remoteness gural pop ations, lack of information'on the countries

of destition, mist t of official information channels, the variety of public

nd private bodies involved, and the lack - or insufficiency - of-liaison between

heir activities.

ecial efforts towards tie preparation of emigants are made in Ireland and
=T.

nland:

n Ireland, since 19691 an Advisory Committee has been in-charge of services

ti- 'emigrants (bothethose who wish-to leave and those who wish to come back) ;

,- in)-

_

- Finland, the main attention is focused on Finns desiring to emigrate to

Sweden, and they are given special information'on the school system.

It should be-troted that in these two coltries official information is given =

alongside detail's of foreign countries concerned - on employment opportunities

in the sending country itself.

l4. In the host countries, apart from the fairly widespread production of brochures

in%the immigrant's language, action is also taken on a bilateral basis (es, for

example, the framework .agreement between Austria and Yugoslavia on specii4sed

training for,Yugoslav workers).

vf.
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15. With regard to tt.L results, it is interesting to quote from the report presented

by Italy (1) to the Conference of European Ministers of Labour which was held
in Rome in November 1972 :

"The most common sources of,information for workers looking for a job
abroad are still letters from expatriatelrelaiives, friends and
acquaintances, who provide vague and sometimes distorted information,
an added complication being their general,inability to express them-
selves clearly in writing.

People complain that most emigration, notably that to the Community
countries, by-passes official channels. This is obv ously imputable,
.particularly in Italy, to the traditiOnal mistrust t rds public
authorities,'but there can be no doubt that the main b ame lies with
the authorities themselves, since they are unable to communicate with

.

those concerned and gain their confidence by demonstrating that they
can provide flexible and effective help of the right kind. And so
workers leave their home countries with little or no knowledge of the
availability and nature of jobs, wage levels and working conditions
in the immigration country, not to mention its social and cultural

`characteristics and the language, laws, customs and traditions of the
people among whom they will be living."

The results would thus appear somewhat discouraging. But would it not be
realistic to take these considerations as a basis for finding out what inform-
ation it would be useful - and instructive - to give tofuttre.migrants, and
by what means?

16. It may be said that not enough thOught has been given to the fact that the
fundamental ambivalence of: emigration begins even beere departure. On the one
hand (in the sending country), men need to earn or improve their living; on
the other (in the host country), there is a need for labour - especially for
the kind of 'dirty work' that the locals no longer wish to do. It is by taking
this point of view that we can understand why work is, and remains, the focal
point of information on the host countries and even the primary motivation for
teaching their languages.

17.. So far.as cbncerns the vast and involved context of which work is only a part,
no valid solutiOns can yet be said to have been found. -

(1),"Inforig ion supplied by the Italian members of the Preparatory tonzmittee of

the Cpnference",/Council of Europe Secretariat document CMT (72) 6, Part III,
page 2. See also Appendix A for the text (abridged) of the Resolution adopted
by the Conference concerning the situation of migrant workers and their families
in Europe.

,
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18. However, it is in this context that'separa mus seen: tiw.- ;;,,t tai human

and social cost paid by the family eeligracio1). ine f;y4h,li ,t tithe family,

the breadwinner, obviously k-nows that
he has accepted the fact, it remvu.m. n
event it may be doubted ::0,1,ter he ha
filled before family retroon can ;-,ne d

it is highly unlikely that she willing
husband.The forced separation rlsat, ti

terms of the preparation Of.r.f.: wife a
will have the feeling that th "y are re

they should have the right to live.

tt must go off on hi,! own. But even if

the less ail imposition and in any

the conditions to ht. fu

v feasiblt. As, for his wit.;

it ets Co 14P ,eparated from)r
ere:ore 1,eing*unttr-pred five in

d- rildren fOreparture, -ince the,
ectel by the cAuqtry Where,

19. Preparation of the womenfolk, as lves and motners, does not seem to interest

the responsible bodies overmuch. BL' they show more concern in the cas4t0.(

working women, on whose behalf act:Ln taken is the same av'for men.

V. THE REUNITING OF FN,HILIES

20. After the head of family has left, the diffic,iitie, of reunion begin, housing

being the stumbling-block.

21. The worker and his family should receive as much xoformation and guidance en

this subject as possible. Depending upon the ri..gionx whence the majority rf

migrants come, they receive little or no informativs c.:Icerning contracts,

leases, rents and auxiliary matters. The first need, .11.n, is to provide that

information, to tran'late into understandable terms yby argon on forms to

be filled in, to explain bureaucratic procedures,to t,cv ad warn 'them against

speculators.

41t,

22. In the host 'countries, social service staff speaking the ti:xAiguant's languagt1- 4 1

should help him with these matters. This could result in better }.reparation,

indirectly, of the wife and hence of the family for departuru. Since the

immigrant would then be able to furnish, her with useful infozution.

Problems raised by seeking accommodation, Whose availability .s prercquIsile

for family reunion, are too well known to/need repetition here.

the law may grant equal treatment to all tenants, migrant workers c7ten have-

greater difficulty than the local Population in finding houses. .",p..!_;fic

measures should be taken by the host countries to make low-cost boas ng avail-

able to immigrant famines. Here we may quote what has been done ctrtain

Nuntries, most ,notably :

0010
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.

'..4.n Fran,c. whe,.e the FondL. d'Actic4x. Fociale has been entrusted with

tOWLitt,t,:t.ing ..fforts,al-exly mId;.;1 On behalf of foreign fami1ie.5,by
The API riz,y-c..,st housing) groups and by other public

0
and privatil bodies ;

*/

i. ti qermini, 1.110 t i Feiera, 4ct (1.1.71 which, by transflrring a portion
0; Arta. ,.%11-3.: tr- the State, guarantees the worker a housing allowalpe
-(WOhnseipp ve,rrn3 with his wage, the rent asked, the composition,of.Ais
family lohd t.te J. ype of housing ; 1

inrBelsium, T.,evv. migrants have access to low7dost housing on .the same
terms as Belg;.Gr. voirkers (an opportunity of 44,ch, it appears, they have
made amr1:1-use) 4,...,

4'' '

In ,Switzixland, .Sere forefgh workeraAnjoy, on ,r,he same terms as the
'miss, act;'ess to ZLw-co.t,z.ccOmmodglion, and the:same tenant protection ;

In Luxembourg, wheyeg:ea forts have made in cooperation with
emp-.,oyers c.,- provi,l, e foreign 4or1/4ers with decent and inexpensive housing.

Despite all,thest mea_,Jres the houzilfg situatidn of migrants remains critical.
Its improveme.It shoul continue to. be c priority concern of tAa iNvernmnts
cf host' counr2-.es.

7 ,

THE SCHOOL IN i52..ATION TCgHE FAKILY;

24. "1s a rule, migra.lt -lorkers 1-rve 1;.tt1eknowledg nela.kon
legislation and r.td;r1 in Bel-sium have ..,cqui.rej cbeit EJae
comtries of origiL.I. Families frcm i&ulat2d villagee, wt,.!re no ac:ro...ing

ratilities exist, are astonish.4d to. find themse,ws 1-2a1 pressure
to. send their children to schocl. t n particLle>r, are kept at
home to do the houseVtyl, and look aft 2r younger :-.1,;.:atren furthermore ,

for all who wish to worq, and earn T livin3, the '4th 'oly.rthday cann\ot come
soon enough." (1)

(1) Country'repart Belyium (CliErHP-M (73) 16, p. 12)'

.1



Everything, or nearly everything, is said here a

.

- what parents with school-age children do not know conce -rthe school
\ system, whence t e lack of information on this subject may be deduced ;

\attitudes of parents towards measures they are not expecting ;

, !

need felt by t e family to earn money as soon as passible.
.'"

, s-------

Furthe re, the remarkswe have just made point once .again to the ambivalent

relation hip between immi rants and the host country - a situation liable to

create to sions even where,, n Bel ium, notabIe-eflazthre beep made in

regard to the schooling\of migrants' children.

;IA positive relationship between school anti child cannot be based on :pressures'.

hind the child, -whom 'pressures' have:succeeded inAgeyting to school, stands

e family with its incomprehension of the environment of which the school is

n expressia4Misunderstanding and tension may arise, all because of an

iilaitutionkiihe school, which should not be insensitive to education problems
eleven if-the education in question is other than that which results from the

strict application 'of laws and curricula.

25. The, children's school could and should become an opportunity for the better

implanting of the parents into the new environment. Its role in educating the

young ould be by realistic practical steps, to adults and indeed

to the wklole of e4samily. Certain host countries have made praiseworthy

effort i A this direction - for example

tie United KingdOm, where, in addition to leaflets and 'other information

handed out to immigrants on arrival, the schools make use of interpreters

at enrolment times, and the local education authorities, to ensure

liaison between school and home, employ social workers speaking the

immigrant's\language

Germany.-where the_Kultusministerkonferenz has recommended that foreign

parents should take part in the work of parents' committees in the same

apacity as nationals. As fiom 1970, the idea, launched t

natidnal Education' Year, namely that forei' children sho ld be given

help Nith their homework, has been put into practice usin young

vc0Aiketers recruited by the school authorities in coopers ion with

plOte.welfare services ,;-'7

SwItzeiland, where teachers a d the school authorities ho d parent

etings,and evepiiii gatherings-for the benefit of'forei parents,

moSe,and moreuSing t e language of the parents conce ed".

Regional information cent es have been officially- advocate (and they

already exist in Berne d nrich, with the participation f Italian-

speaking psychologists .\In the Canton of Virich, the Directorate of

Education has recomm ded that an advisory cammittee of parefits of

foreign mother tong .e shoul cooperate on matters affecting their')

children's school g ;

010
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Belgium, where migrant workers: are contad ed with,a view to plading
their younger :children in nursery schools. Still in .regard to kinder,-

igarten, the'State Univ/ersity of Mons has been carrying on for the last
3 years a research and action programme designed "... to clarify and
counteract educational difficulties created by the environment of
socially depTive&children between the ages of 3 and 7, many Of foreign
extraction" ;

% ,
?

/ .----,

- Frances where there has"been a 'remarkable re arch effort/in this field.

4 In 1972 the Ministry of Education set up a Do entation Centre for the
Training of Foreigners,whose terms of re ce were "... to collect the

, - extensive information available on thi ubjec and to circulate. it

.

'.

amongst all the potential' users, thus, enabling practitioners to draw on
the reservoir of 'experience gained". FUrther research Concerns adults

' -H... the Ministries of Education and Labour have looked at the activ-\-
-ities undertaken at regional:level which were cleirly innovatory in

. character and have tried to facilitate their further development either...--

suggesting specific schemes (i 4 conjunction with the teaching
p tlession or the regional promoters) or by means of subsidies combined
'will -the support of some outside study organisation such as CREDIF,
IRFED r the Association Centre Universitaire de cooperation economique

,

f

i

;Zet socials (ACUCES)".
.... ./....

. VII. THE SCHOOL AS A CULTURAL FOTOR

a )6% a L
Af

26. As regards what the school mig4t dd towardk-respectini the cu tures 'of migrants'
children, we feel that perticularimpOrtan0 attaches to the,Opetterbir
Mr. A. Verdoodt entitled "Linguistic problems of adult migrant workers and
socio-linguistic problems of migrant workdifi' children being educated in the
host country".(1) Starting from the argumehis that in the host countries ...

t
- there are no primary or secondary schools where instruction is mainly

in the language of the country of origin (except in Belgium, where there
are three Italian schools, two primary and one secondary, and two Spanish,
one priMary and one secondary); .

- there are no ministerial departments responsible for the linguistic status
of migrant.workers and their children,

(1) Council,b1 Europe document CCC/ESR (7i) 6.

ti (3013
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erdoodt co udes that migrants have no linguistic rights that are actively

ura ed, but nlythose ich are passively tolerated (1), for they are

. , a minorft0enjoying li le or no protection".

he desired solutiN is one hick would allow of bilingualism combined with

diglossia (2) :

"This can be ac
its old and new
as, well as obta

air t
,s

eved if the migrant community manages to use

languages for quite separate puiploses and matters,

m ready access to instruction in both languages.

Ina community of this kind, children born abroad can begin to

learn their mother tongue at home and at primary school,,and they

can improve their proficiency in their, mother tongue and acquire'

a proper grounding in the host country's language at secondary

school and in their contacts with authOrities,and the world of

work. The problem that wou14,arise should they return to their

dOuntries of origi ar9P7reduced to a minimum."

, ?

odt on.phalf of migrants' linguistic rights
27. The arguments adduced by Mr: Verd

are as-follows : -

7 migrant workers will flareimores -at home in

therefore.be-m --ing-I-Or-go or return

- there-wi fbe no danger of migrant groups

certain specific qualities which were the

to the host country in the first place ;

the Host country and will

there ;

losing, along with their language,

reason for ,their being invited_

- the presence-Of people with different languages and traditions will be

a source of,;cultural enrichment for the host country ;

.

- it is in a country's economic interests to keep a reservoir of bilingual

people to,form a kind of bridge, both now and in -the future, between J

it and the different-emigration countries.
v

1

,

(1) ACtively encouraged linguistic rights, in,all cases, presuppose that the host

country's authorities at national, provincial or municipal level give official

'recognition to the migrants' language in some practical may, such as by publish-

ing notices in the language, having it taught in State or State-subsidised

schools Or purchasing books in the language for public libraries. Passively

tolerated lingulstic rights, on the other hand, merely permit the migrants'

language to be used in fields where the host country's government:is not

primarilS7 responsible - the publication of newspapers, or the running of

private evening classes, schools and libraries (op.cit. pp. 5-6)L

.4,

(2) -Bilingualism is essentially a feature of an individual's behaviour; diglossia

denotes the use of two languages by a whole community according to a set pattern

(op.c1(.50 p. 10).

0014
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28. Is it utopian to imagine #at'4 linguistic policy in this sense may be
adppted? Probably so, if the pfesott state of affairs in the teaching of
languages is any guide. However, g we look the facts in the face, we maynote that ;0 ...

,

.

,

47.i
- results obtlined to datePlre far from. convincing: at best fhey-
are fragmentary and difficult to transpose from a gives situation
to another ;

. 0.
f.,- even the best action in t)is field is taken with an eye to,oWect-

ives that are primarily immediate and utilitarian, with the bsult
that the migrants, adults and children alike, are torn betw1 i.%

two languages (and two cultures) without being thoroughly tersed
in either and, moreover, with no real possibility of makinia
choice:, -

. .

0045
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VIII. RECdMNENDATIONS

oNoaction on behalf of migrant workers' families is possible unless emigration

and host countries are politically resolved to take it. Any action must strive'

to achieve their complete-implantation in the host environment. If preparation

and guidance, indeed anything donetO help migrant families,, can be planned and

executed in an educational spirit in the broadest sense of the term, such

families should one day be able to select the options best suited to them,

responsibly and in full knowledge' of the facts, *Id to decide for themselves

_whether they wish to settle'in`t4e.host country or to return home.

A. Action by Governments

(i) Governmental action should be preceded by inquiries aimed at procuring

precise statistics, viz.:

- number of families already installed in the host country ;

er of separated families planning to emigrate ;

their stinotions. (1) .

,
.

basis such deta the Governments concerned should take practical

to :
'\ A,.T

F'

oi
- redUce the 'period of seperation Much as possible ;

- ensure thatAimmigrant families enjoy .the same social protection

as the fiMilies of indigenous wdrIcers ;
'

make certain that the breadwinnen fulfils his maintenance

obligations towards members of hit torah's, leftlbe4ind in his home

country,,and safeguard their right to social security and family

_allowances ;

(ii) On t
step

- sponsor access by migrant families to lOw-cost housing.

./

(1) See Appendiat B for the txt of the Resolution adopted by the Committee of

Ministers of the Council of Europe in May 1972 on methods of compiling

statistics on. he interliVtiontl migration of workers.

1

016
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B. Research

.(i) Systematic research into the situation of migrants', familiewsould be
encouraged and suppc4rted by the countries concerned (emigration and
host countries) and by international organisations!---

(ii) Case'studies Would be especially valuable: they should relate both to
families having already emigrated and to those planning to move. They'should lead to a better unddrstanding of the human,, social, cultural
and economic problems involved, ad well as to indications and suggestionsas to the most productive forms of action.

(iii) In the field of language teaching for adults and children research combined
with an analysis and assessment of action already under way should lead
to the choice, promotion and diffusion ofthe most suitable instructionalmethods.

C. Information

.

(i) The main effort on behalf of migrants should be t seek the proper
channels for distributing all useful information, both prior to
departure and on arrival. Solutions must be found at local level.
Private initiative, Intluntary associations and groups of volunteers
could all be used (as, fo example, in the Netherlands).

(ii) At local level, forrZr-populat.. of the host country, various types
of.tweting should be arranged (info ti n and discussion groups, drama
evenimks etc.). Multilateral cooperatio between immigration and
emigration countries would be helpful in promoting exchanges of persons
-(reachers,,social workers, volunteei groups), who, in the various
countries, should take local action. Knowledge and comparison of the
problems and ideas, of both sides should enable the initiatives taken
to be appreciated at their true worth. Mall concerned received better
briefing the result should, in the final analysis, be a more useful
type of information, more easily understood by the migrants.

D. Education

(i) Special attention must be given to school services for children and lo.
the promotion of all forms of educational activities for adults. The
most varied kinds of action may beenvisaged, their content and
organisation being necessarily adapted to different groups and environ
ments-

(ii) Action taken should be designed, so far as possible, not only to avoid
tension but also to encourage exchanges. between different cultures to
the ultimate enrichment of immigrants and natives alike.

0 0 1;7
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APPENDIX A

"

CONFERENCE OT EUROPEAN MINISTERS OF LABOUR

Rome, 23 -'25 tuber --1 -9 -7-2

RESOLUTION

,
CONCERNING THE

SITUATION OF MIGRANT WORKERS

AND THEIR FAMILIES IN EUROPE

The Ministers taking_part in the Conference of European Ministers of Labour,

meeting in Roue on 23 - 25 'Nrovember 1972....

Noting the efforts deployed in the matter of migration by the intergovern7

mental organisations,
especially by the Council o EurOpe, and in particular the

impetus given by the Special Representative-of
the Council of Europe for National

7
6,/, Refugees and Over-Population,

Considering nevertheless that it is necessary to give constant attention

to the situation of migrant workers and their fabilies, while taking account of

iwhat is done in
international bodies other than the Council of Europe,

,Considering that the integration, of migrant workers and their families 1114)

the society of the host countries needs to be facilitated

Believing that in the field of the protection of migrant workers and\their

families still greater progress could be made-both in emigration and immigration

countries,.

`,1RECOMMEND the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe :

(1) to invite the Governments of member. States of the Council of Europe

'(a) to give their full support to-the'Council of Europe's action in defence

'of fundamental human rights, especially those of the worker, including

the migrant worker,

(b) to ed6ure that migrant workers lawfully employed are placed on an equal

footing with national workers 'where working and living conditions are

concerned,

(c) to encourage at European level international 'cooperation and coordination

-,of action in order,to,achieve the most effective protection of migrant

; workers and their families,

0 0 1
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(d)

(e) tq promote participation of migrant Workers and their fa:711.11es in the
local:vcommunity rife of immigration countries, and, in partidUlar,-Wtake all the necessary s eps to provide the most satisfactdry
schooling fOr the children f migrant workers in the host countries,

;
and- to expedite a solution o the problem of housing (on which family.r4knion very largely depend0 by implementing, inter alia, a programme
oPitiegnatiOn4 cooperation -which also takes account of. the possibility
otmaking Wider use of the CoUncil of Eur4e Resettlement*und,,

CO
\

.
, \.

\(g) to provide facilitjea, as necessary, for vocationand linguistic...,

preparation for, miirant workers before their departure from their. .....

rinAe countries, ; '
\

(h)

71.

(2) to cot sider the following action :
=7,-,_ ---- vet, .:

,-

for
-g, v. --;,-- :;--- -._..._,/

-4,,p,714--
.

04 4.1ndertaie a. study in depth of the4acicia'1:and economic repercussions
-We0onomio'recessionswith a view to dliggeSting, as far as possible,practical solutions for the protection of migrant workers and their,.falilies, 4.

4. !-,..-

(b)

(c) t *se.
....,... - ,

,.,,- -...t . .

(d) *develop the action already undertaken by:the Council ai'Europe in
afith fields as reception, language teaching, vocational tra ing,

', eCognAtion of professional qualifications'and diplomas, as 11 as
Weir Standardisation and equivalence, education of children usingaiid

o
family reunion, as well as safety at work for migrant wog

and to take all appropriate supplementary action for the pro action
.,migrant workers and their families, in particular by drafting a
iropean thstinment to repress the undesirable practices of which

foreign workers may fall victim, ..,

,
.(e) 4Ccentralise and distribute all information likely to help regularise

tigratOry movements between. European countries, and to suggest to
uther States ways in which the return of miants to their countries
origin might be facilitated.

li

fi
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PFsN DIX B

COUNCIL OF EUROPE

RESOLUTION (72) 18

METHODS OF COMPILING STATISTICS
ON INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION OF WORKERS

j (Adopted by the Committee_of_Mmisters on 30 May 1972
at the 211th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies)

The Committee of Ministers,

Considering that the statistical data of the majori%ty,af-thesnember States of

tht,,Council of Europe do not provide complete and comparable information either

from the quantitative or from the qualitative point of view in 'tilt field of internal

European migrations;
"

Noting that the extent of migrations in Euroi,e, their recent evolution and

their supposed future evolution as well' as the' constantly increasing mobility of

migrants, particularly between immigration county renders the compiling of statis-
at

*tics more and more complex;
-

Emphasising the impbrtance of a knowledge of international rnigra ons and of

the fundamental characteristics of the entire foreign population in each-m mber State,

considered as an element of economic, social and demographic policy;

Commending.the iefforts made bylifferent States in order to arrive at a better
A

knowledge of the situation and movements of the alien population;
o

ts_

Considering that co-operation in this sphere between the appropriate autho-

rities of member States in the pursuit of greater unity between them conforms to the

aim of the Council of Europe, as defined in Article 1 of its Statute:,

,y4Decides

to ratisniviend to the gsvemVents of member States :

A. that a fort be made to gather the maximum amatint of data on the move-,raw
merits and situation o t itrr population, in partielar-ar-regaids :

- nationality,
; present and previods residence,

family situation fi eluding if possible members of the immediate family who

have remained in their hom country),

3/
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- ,vocational situation (e.g. as regards work, employer and place of wbrk and
the vocational qualification of the worker),

7
- literacy and knowledge of the language/of the adopted country

of all aliens within the territories of the member States, by means of :

1. improvements in the efficiency of the statistical approach thin the frathe-
work of : /

-74

(a) the censnsit questionnaires to t drawn-up for a general population censu
should reveal as madras possible of the details r sed to above; ,--- \---l

-4(b) population records which are - ,particularly essential. This would involvef ,c+.-4,,,...making an effort to discover the incidence of departures for foreign countries, using s< ....,;.....,,the system of the permarent 'inventory ; ~--
(c) the records of social security bodies;

,

.(d) other sources of statistics which may have a useful complementary
such as enquiries and special censuses etc.; .

NP

2. increased co-ordination between the selected sources of statistics, in partic-
ular between :

(a) those deriving from social security bodies and from employers;

(b) population. registers and all other registers;
(c) State population statistics obtained by the general population census and

population registers;

(d) work permit records and'tfiose of social security bodies;
(e) all other sources and those mentioned above;

B. to make the most of the entire process of compiling statistics by :

1. centralising information at, national level, pkferably by automatic classifica-
' 1 tion through electronic media and possibly by informing a central office for statistics

in each country;

2. on efficient use of data which may be obtained by such means as ;

(a) electronic processing of inforrnatio reeeived and by comparing statisticsrelative to the situation and movement of.mig nts in order to establish a rationalclassification of alien'pooulation ;

(b) an improved presentation of results by the publishing of tables at closeintervals if possible;

3. international collaboration between the statistical vt s of the European
countries'in order to :

(zz) study the protms arising out of the harmonisation (forrpurely statistical
reasons) of certain concepth such as population, the registration period; usual resi-
dence, minimum age of alienqib be classified as individuals for statistical purposes,family records ;

(6) study the harmonisan n of rs4gulations on the registr ion and notice of
departure of migrants;

IN)

.
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v.

,'" ,
.. ,

.

°((') erig*age in excha'nges of mews before the intr'oduction of any new measure
1,`into the national statistical systems, such as the national reference number and the
i'doptipn of an inter`ita'ti-i'anal social security.card;

.,..,

,,

(d) synatronise the dates on which overall assessments should be produced

by the Central Statistical Offices; . ti
.

.(e) attempt to standardise the presentation of a minimum number of.statistital
'tables; . 6

. ,
(I) carry out a periodical comparison of recapitulatory results and study

any differences in them;

If. to invite the governments of member States to report every four years to the
Secretary General of the Council of Europe on the action they. have taken on this
resolution.

A.

0022
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..,- `, 4
EXPLANATORY MEMORAW

RESOLUTION (7741
0.

,
L ,t,

ON METHOD) OF COMPILII4S-t

,4_

AlISTiCS ON
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION QPWORKERS

,

V

ce_ * 1. For an understanding of the p oblems involved in Gompiling migration statistics, it is
first necessary to outline briefly the cast striking features of the migration phenomenon inpresent ,

l:day

Europe. 1ji
c'.2. The number of migrants has now r ached an Unprecedented Jevel, partly use of

the industrialised countries' labour requi ments and partly, because of pockets of b4onomic
and structural under-development elsewhe in Europe.

It is now reckoned - thou ere is no way of checking the accuracy of thes figures-that there are about six 'Ilion foreigners in the Council of Europe member Statei, and the
experts forecast that this figure will soon be sharply exceeded. The 2nd European Populatio$
Conference pointed to a f gure of about ten million by the end of the 1970s.

3. Quite apart f m the size of these figures, however, there is, another aspect worthmentioning xtreme mobility of migrant workers in present-das'conditions, owing to
ease of communications and to the policies pursued by the immigratiod countries, which alsoaffect 'the rapidity of such movements - for instance where,they involve periodic,rotation offoreign labour.

4. ° There are also other factors which have to be taken into account - such as the wide
variety of nationalities among migrant workers, a arietr which increases as traditional
sources of manpower thy up. 'Migrant workers come f further and further afield and from
more and more countries. Furthermore, the young ones mo about,a greadeal from country to
country, often giving migration between European countries character, of internal migration.

tgi

5. There can be no doubting, the importance of statistics.in present-day society. Govern-
ment action presupposes the fullest and most accurate possible EnoWledge of social pheno-mena, which can only be satisfactorily acquired by, means of an efficient system of data
collection and processing.

6. Migration statistics are especially -important, as it is difficult to keep track of some-
thing so shifting and changing as people's movements frorri one country to another.

7. At present the main defects in the various,,national systems for compiling statistics
of international migration are as follows :

(a) information is inadequate, both quant a 7and qualitatively;

tistics are not co
the same dual can be counte
the same ti

rable. T= give a simple example, using certain statistics
the resident population of two or more countries at

Ho ever, data concerning migrant workers and their families are needed more thanever, today, n w that efforts are being made to get responsible migration policies under way.These data fo m the basis for sound economic, social and population policy. This applies toboth the immi ation and the emigration countries.

,)02.1.;
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8. Consequently, there now arises the problem of international collaboration, which ,must

not be confined to the introduction of a few improvements or a few similar criteria into the

various countries' statistical systems. 'Alongside progress in the organisation of statistics,
there must be constant exchange of experiences and new ideas with the 'aim of compiling data

which are not only rich in content but also comparable and thefifore useful to of concerned.

9. Nor h the Consultative Assembly of the Council .ofturope been blind to the funda;
mental impo ante of migration statistics (see Recommendatibt 533 (1968) on synchronising
and harmoni ing population censuses). Furthermore,'ethe 2nd European Population Conference
recommend the Committee of Ministers (Recommendations 6 and 11) to standardise migration
coun s, at east with regard to certain methods of collecting data, to apply common standards

and en age in a thoroughgoing exchange of ,infoimation on the occupational and socio

economic features of migration movements.

10. The ideas underlying the recommendations embodied in the resolution may be sum-
marised as follows :
0

,.

(a) International harmonisation of methodS'of assembling and presenting data relating
to the alien population.

. .
Ibis is only possible if the information recorded is of the same type in all Council

of Europe member States. C
,

(0 Use of national statistics systems, which must be improved so as to allow for
recording alien population data.

(c) Increase in the efficirtcy of the most representative sources
.

4,
statistics.

It.% ,,.. .)'
As pall 'source has a clearly defined administrative purpose, it shriuld notibe, , //

diverted from that ,purpose, but it specific function in - relation to migration requirements, z
should be accentuated.

--.-, r ,

(d) Co-ordination between the various statistical sources.

As some sources supply only incomplete information, they should be combined
with other sources, with the aim Of prOducing an integrated, co-ordinated system designed to
improve, knowl edge of migration.

T
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